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Located in the busy 8QQ block of Main Street in downtown Durango, the Newman 
Building is a single, semi-detached structure rectangular in shape, three stories 
in height, and designed in the Richardsonian Romanesque style of architecture, The 
primary building materials are brick and sandstone. The main or east facade has 
six bays, those at the street level forming a late nineteenth century commercial 
front, those at the upper levels forming narrow windows. The south facade has five 
bays at the street level and twelve on each of the two stories above. The roof is 
flat.

The secondary features give the structure its characteristic style. The walls rise 
from a full basement and create a visual delight as courses of heavy, squared 
rubble alternate with narrow stringcourses. This treatment deemphasizes the height 
of the building, and with the vigorous texture of the masonry and other ornamenta 
tion, combines to bring life to what might otherwise be a static structure. Entry 
occurs through doors in the east and south facades. For the most part the windows 
are two-sashed and double-hung. The fenestration on the first and third floors 
has radiating sandstone voussoirs. The fenestration in the second story is rectang 
ular, a narrow sandstone stringcourse marking off the transoms and a block of heavy 
rubble forming the lintel above; a sandstone entablature runs across the south and 
east facades forming the sills. At the roof line the building has an attractive 
cornice and is crowned by a decorative parapet. On the south facade are two trophy- 
like ornaments beneath which are two large brackets extending down from the cornice 
to provide a frame for a block which is lettered NEWMAN BLOCK. And finally, on the 
southeast corner of the building is a great spire which supports a flagpole.

Part of the interior retains its original fabric; part has been altered in the pas 
sage of time. The interior structure is basically of wood joist bearing from ex 
terior masonry to a column and beam system starting from the main floor level up 
through the roof structure. A system of masonry stacked vaults extends up-from "the 
basement level to the third floor. Much of the wood used is Chicago pine and red 
oak. Much of the original equipment has been refurbished, including all the transom 
apparatus and the brass fire equipment. The oak banisters and staircases have also 
been refinished, and the original wainscoting of pine wood has been carefully 
painted. The two skylights capping the third floor create a flood of light in the 
upper story, and the recent repair of the equipment necessary for their opening has 
made them completely functional once again. During restoration in 1978 the owners 
made every effort to return the building to the glory it had known in the 1890s,
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Newman Block is significant for its association with Charles Newman, an important 
businessman and politician in southwestern Colorado, and for its architectural 
features which reflect the adaptation of Richardsonian Romanesque ideas to Durango. 
The structure itself has played an important role in the commercial development of the 
region.

Charles Newman ? s ties to southwestern Colorado ran far deeper than the construction 
of the building that bears his name. He arrived in Colorado in 1873 and with two 
partners founded a drug business called Newman, Chestnut and Stephens, which even 
tually opened stores in Silverton, Alamosa, Animas City, Durango, and in Chama, New 
Mexico. Newman was also interested in mining and in the late 1870s located the 
Swansea mine near Rico, Colorado. In 1878, however, Newman became a pioneer settler 
in Durango, a town founded that year largely because the site was surrounded by 
mines, coal beds, lime rock, and iron ore, all of which made it an ideal commercial 
center for the San Juan region. Durango prospered and so did Newman. He became 
politically active, served in the state senate, and commissioned the construction 
of what became the Newman Block. Ironically, he opened the building in 1893, the 
year that saw the silver crash which destroyed the prosperity of many mines.

Despite the impending economic problems, the Newman Block was to have a successful 
future. The first primary tenant was the Smelter National Bank, which celebrated 
its grand opening on February 1, 1893, Though thought to be unassailably strong, 
the plunge in silver prices crippled the bank, but it struggled along through at 
least one reorganization until it failed in 1897, another year of financial crisis. 
Later the Durango Trust opened offices in the Newman Block. After the Great De 
pression, Twentieth Century Fox purchased the structure, opened the Kiva Theatre, 
and rented a small corner to a druggist. Eventually, the building was sold to the 
present owners who began a major, but sensitive restoration.

From an architectural perspective the Newman Block is unique as the only structure 
in Durango done in the Richardsonian Romanesque style of architecture. Who designed 
the building is unknown, but it seems likely that Newman commissioned an architect 
in a larger city, most likely Denver, where men like Frank E. Edbrooke and William 
Lang were designing red sandstone buildings in this particular style. All that is 
known beyond this is that the builders used Dolores sandstone obtained at Ramsey ! s 
quarry.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The nominated property occupies City Lots 1 and 2 of Block 50, City of Durango
and is roughly 50 by 100 feet.
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